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The COWs Are Loose  !!! 

Six Cute-On-Wheels (COW) 
units were purchased as part of 
the TBIT Interior Improvements 
and Baggage Screening program, 
and have recently been trans-
ferred to LAXTEC for airline 
use. 
 
The COWs have been kept in 
the SITA cow pen for over seven 
months while the logistics of the 
transfer were being negotiated.  
SITA is currently checking the 
COWs for any problems, re-
charging the batteries, and mak-
ing sure they are fit for active 
duty. 
 
Currently, nine (9) airlines have 
requested use of a COW to 
enhance their customer check-in 
process.  Primary COW Keep-
ers and Secondary COW Keep-
ers have been assigned to each 
COW, and they are scheduled 
to take procession of the COWs 
on Tuesday, June 2, 2009. 
 
The COWs are fully equipped 
CUTE workstations with moni-
tor, keyboard, passport scanner, 
boarding card printer, bag tag 
printer, WiFi connection, and a 
programmable LED sign.  The 
COW also has an 8-hour battery 
for free-standing operation and a 
standard power cord to plug into 
the many floor receptacles lo-
cated near the head of the queue 
lines.  The COWs have large 
wheels for easily mobility and a 
wheel lock system to secure the 
unit in place at the desired loca-
tion.  

A recent scientific study found that 48% of dairy farmers 
name their cows, and report that their cows are more con-
tented and perform better (10% more milk) when addressed 
by name.  Therefore, to insure peak performance and a long 
and happy life, we suggest that the TBIT COWs be named.  
A dairy cow name search on Goggle found the following 
most popular names: 
Betsy,  Gertrude,  Mable,  Daisy,  Elsie,  & Buttercup 
Please submit your favorite names to the LAXTEC office for 
consideration. 

 Two COWs waiting for their Cow Keepers 

Name That COW Contest 
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Installation of the B20 Directory Signs 

  

The installation of the first of three B20 Directory signs has started on Aisle A.  Subsequent signs will be installed on Aisles B and 
C.  These signs are intended to provide passengers entering the Departure Lobby with airline ticket counter location information.  
The signs have six (6) LCD signs on each side to display information on airlines assigned ticketing positions on that aisle.  The pro-
gramming is flexible and can display airline names as shown above, or each screen can be programmed to display information from 
the airline’s backwall LCD screen, or any other display arrangement. 
 

In addition to the B20 signs at each aisle, there will be six (6) floor mounted Directory signs, one at the east end of each bank of 
ticket counters. 

The chart on Page 3 shows the latest schedule for installation and commissioning of the in-line CTX machines in 
the new Baggage Handling system.  As shown, the first phase will be the completion of the “upper loop” of the 
South Matrix Building and the two (2) in-line CTX machines.  Completion of phase 1 in October 2009 will pro-
vide a new in-line screening system for Interline Recheck Baggage, thus allowing for the removal of the four (4) L3 
machines currently installed in the Arrivals Lobby. 
 
Phase 2 will be the completion and commissioning of the nine (9) in-line CTX machines in the North Matrix 
Building.  Completion of phase 2 will allow in-line screening of Departure Lobby Checked Baggage beginning in 
early January 2010 and allow for removal of the CTX machines currently installed in the Departure Lobby. 
 
Phase 3 will complete the “lower loop” of  the South Matrix Building and thus complete the in-line CTX screen-
ing system for the Interline Recheck Baggage.  Project complete on January 29, 2010. 

In-line CTX Installation Phasing 

Phase D6 Ticketing Lobby 

The photo to the right shows progress on installation 
of the overhead canopy in the Phase D6 ticketing 
area.  The Mega-Pod Screening facility has been dis-
mantled and the CTX machines relocated to the east 
ends of the A and B aisles, clearing the way for the 
contractor to construct Phase D6 in a single pass. 
 
Phase D6 is the final phase of the ticket counter 
renovation, and with the scheduled completion on 
July 17, 2009, the Departures Lobby will have its full 
complement of 184 ticketing positions. 
 
The conveyor belt serving the east end bank of ticket 
counters (TC-16) will remain connected to Sprung 1 
to move bags for those carriers still operating in the 
Sprung structure. 
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South Matrix Building 

North Matrix Building  

The photo on the top right shows the completion of the North 
Patio area by the contractor.  Installation of new landscape 
plants and ground cover will begin  when the South Patio area, 
shown in the photo above, is completed. 
 
 The photo on the bottom right shows the  installation of the 
trolley system in the North Matrix Building (NMB).  The Trolley 
system will be used for the movement, removal and installation 
of the in-line EDS machines as required.   It will also allow for 
the easy movement of heavy parts required for maintenance or 
replacement of the EDS machines. The Trolley installation re-
quires the addition of a lot of additional steel bracing as shown 
in the photo to provide stability to the machines as they are 
suspended from the system. 
 
Levels 1, 4, and 5 received a Temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy (TCO) which will allow the start of Tenant 
construction in the NMB.  In addition, the ACAMS sys-
tem is now “LIVE” for all levels of the NMB. 

The photo on the left shows the demolition of the South Patio 
area.  The existing palm trees and planters have been removed 
and a new landscaping plan will be installed as part of the LEEDS 
certification process. 
 
The photo on the bottom left shows the progress on installation 
of the baggage conveyors for the Interline Baggage Recheck In-
Line EDS screening complex. 
 
Completion of the conveyor installation is scheduled for June 
2009,   This will be followed by the completion of the electrical 
and data work prior to the commissioning of the system.  Com-
missioning of the system and completion of the Interline Recheck 
area renovation is scheduled for an operational date of Septem-
ber 30, 2009. 



This story can fit 150-200 

words. 

One benefit of using your 
newsletter as a promotional 
tool is that you can reuse con-
tent from other marketing 
materials, such as press re-
leases, market studies, and 

reports. 

While your main goal of dis-
tributing a newsletter might be 
to sell your product or service, 
the key to a successful newslet-
ter is making it useful to your 

readers. 

A great way to add useful con-

tent to your newsletter is to 
develop and write your own 
articles, or include a calendar 
of upcoming events or a special 
offer that promotes a new 

product. 

You can also research articles 
or find “filler” articles by ac-
cessing the World Wide Web. 
You can write about a variety 
of topics but try to keep your 

articles short. 

Much of the content you put in 
your newsletter can also be 
used for your Web site. Micro-
soft Publisher offers a simple 
way to convert your newslet-

ter to a Web publication. So, 
when you’re finished writing 
your newsletter, convert it to a 

Web site and post it. 

and import into your newslet-
ter. There are also several 
tools you can use to draw 

shapes and symbols. 

Once you have chosen an im-
age, place it close to the article. 
Be sure to place the caption of 

the image near the image. 

This story can fit 75-125 

words. 

Selecting pictures or graphics is 
an important part of adding 

content to your newsletter. 

Think about your article and 
ask yourself if the picture sup-
ports or enhances the message 
you’re trying to convey. Avoid 
selecting images that appear to 

be out of context. 

Microsoft Publisher includes 
thousands of clip art images 
from which you can choose 

Inside Story Hea dli ne 

Inside Story Hea dli ne 

Inside Story Hea dli ne 
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The chart on Page 4 shows the latest phasing plan for completion and activation of additional sort piers in 
the new Baggage Handling System.  Sort Piers 9 & 10 were added to the system in late May, replacing exist-
ing Pier 4.  This provides 10 Sort Piers, 3 existing Piers, and Sprung 1 (2 pier equivalent) for current use by 
the airlines (15 total plus MX belt).  Sprung 2 is closed. 
 

Sort Piers 11 & 12 are scheduled for completion and activation on July 22, 2009, at which time existing 
Piers 1 & 3 will be closed.  Existing Pier 2 will remain active with double sided access.  This will provide 12 
Sort Piers, 1 existing Pier, and Sprung 1 for use (15 total plus MX belt).  Current Arrival Lobby construction 
will require relocation of MX to the Departures Lobby in early August, 2009, adding MX to the BHS mix.  
Current planning is to locate MX in Sprung 1 due to their volume of traffic. 
 

The BHS contractor will concentrate on completing the “recirculation loop” and Early Bag Storage (EBS) 
lines, in addition to bringing on additional Sort Piers as quickly as possible, with all 24 Sort Piers available in 
November 2009. 

Baggage Handling Pier Phasing 
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TASS BRS HHT 

The photo on the left shows ongoing testing of the 
new TASS Hand-Held Terminals (HHT’) associated 
with the new TASS Baggage Reconciliation System 
(BRS). 
 
LAXTEC has procured forty-six (46) of the devices 
from the TBIT project for use by those airlines / 
ground handlers electing to use the TASS BRS (SITA 
Bag Manager) system.  These devices have been as-
signed to four of the five ground handlers to date for 
use in providing the latest in BRS services to their 
customers.  With the advent of TASS BRS, the use of 
“bingo cards” will soon be only a fond memory. 

With the completion of the new North Ramp between FIS 
and the Arrivals Lobby, the pace of work on the renovation 
of the central section of the lobby has increased. 
 
The photo on the right shows the installation of the new 
channel glass wall above the North Ramp on the west side 
of the Arrivals Lobby (protective panels are shown during 
construction).  In the background is the new “Halo” being 
installed over the central meeting area at the top of the 
ramp.  These features are part of the upgrade work being 
done in association with the WOW upgrade project initi-
ated by LAWA. 

Arrivals Lobby Phase 6.1 
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A pair of the new roof 
mounted air handling units. 

One final look at one of 
the old BRS cabinets be-
ing replaced with the new 
BRS workstations.  They 
served us well. 

Renovation of the 
mezzanine bar. 


